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Starting From 
Scratch

“A real life approach to starting and running a 
small law practice”

AltusLaw
Scott Schnuck

Marketing - Definition
 The study of  the “It”

 Your particular service

 Offered to a clearly identified buyer

 Marketing is NOT sales (though sales is included)

 Main 2 Questions:

 What is your “It”

 Do “they” want “It”

AltusLaw
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Marketing – “IT”
What is the “It”—the thing someone is going to pay 

you for

Specific product[s]

Location

Delivery method

Hourly

Task based

Contingent

Benefits of  your service (distinguish feature v. benefit)

AltusLaw

Marketing – “IT”
 “It” is also defined by “you”

 Can you do “It”

 Will someone trust you to do “It”

 Going to have to prove it

 Are you capable? Not necessarily the most capable

 Why should the world believe you can do “It”

 Beware of  too many “Its”

AltusLaw

Marketing – “Them”
Who wants “It”—“Them”

Market Analysis

Market fragmentation – small/numerous clients v. 
concentrated

Client – e.g., companies v. individuals

Nature of  engagement – one-off/limited repeat/long-term 
relationship

MUST identify the client with particularity!

AltusLaw
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Marketing – “Them”
How are you going to “get” “Them”

Understand buying mechanisms

One-off  v. relationship clients

Divorces v. corporate clients

Companies v. individuals

Gate keepers

Estate planning—adult children v. aged client

Referral v. search practices

Complex litigation v. DUIs

AltusLaw

Marketing – “Them”
Understand the market segment

Concentrated - 10s (local Fortune 500 companies)

Can talk to each

In between - 100s (local construction companies)

Can communicate at/with each—though not in-depth

Dispersed – 1000s - 100,000s (all the future ex-wives)

Cannot identify or try to talk to any individual

AltusLaw

Marketing – “Them”
 Hunting flies to hunting 

elephants

 Assess:

 Nature or market

 Amount of  
investment per 
contact/client

 Necessary skills for 
each hunt

AltusLaw
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Marketing – “Them”
Promotion

Web

Advertising/direct mail

Referrals – clients, attorneys, other service providers

Personal contacts – presentations, information sessions, 
lunches/coffee

AltusLaw

The other “Them”
 Competition

 Who are they

 Size, market share, longevity, local v. remote, non-legal 
competitors (i.e., the web)

 Many/few

 Does the competition compete in all areas

 Their strengths and weaknesses

 E.g., large, well-funded competitors with established 
client base in a concentrated relationship-based market 
= bad plan

AltusLaw
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Why?

How?

Why?

 You are not a teenage male.

 The numbers will deceive you.

 Your deliverable is the only thing that 
matters.

What do you want?  

Why?

 The numbers will deceive you.
 $350 x 1800 hours = $630,000

I’M RICH!!!
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Why?

 Your deliverable is the only thing that 
matters.
Most clients only see your bill.
Worse – they only talk about your 

bill.
Newsflash – if  you only deliver a 

bill, you’re in trouble.     

Why?

What do you want?  

 This is the beginning and end of  
your budget.  And what will make 
your firm a failure or a success. 

Tools

 Business development.  
 Business delivery.
 The team.  
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Tools

 Business development.
 Specialization.
 Reverse budget. 
 Pig-headed adherence to your 

marketing plan.  

Tools

 Business delivery.

 Pricing = hourly/packages/both?
Do we have a system for that?
 Can that be automated?
Delivery is the only thing that 

matters.

Tools

 The team.

 Inside (attorneys, paralegals, admin).
Outside (CPA, bookkeeper, insurance 

agent, marketing consultant, business 
attorney).
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Tools

 Closing the loop.  

Amber Rush; Eli Marchbanks; and Colin McHugh

 Who are we?

 Humble beginnings

 Started with three central ideas:

 Efficiency

 Access to Justice

 Attorney life satisfaction

 Each stage of  growth has different challenges
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Day-to-Day Operations
Management Perspective

 Culture

 Balance

 Software

 Management and finance meetings

 HR meetings

 Calendaring

 New ideas

Culture is Key
 Whatever your culture is – own it.

 Attorney and employee satisfaction and stability

 Helps with communication – common goal

 Less frustration

Balance
 Balance is different for everyone and every firm

 Balance will change

 Juggling – so many hats:

 Home life

 Clients

 Other professional obligations

 Management of  firm

 Networking

 Etc.
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Software
 Online management system

 Billing time

 Invoicing

 Reports

Management meetings
 Regular management meetings 

 Regular finance meetings

 Make it a priority

 Easy to skip on admin when clients are ringing

HR Meetings
 Employees are amazing but a lot of  work

 Time and effort to train

 Retention

 Regular meetings are key

 Culture and support
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Calendaring
 Make sure you are calendaring everything 

 If  you have an assistant – have them double check

 Share calendar with firm

 Leave preparation time for meetings/clients

New Ideas
 Make sure you are getting out and talking to 

colleagues and other professions

 There are always ways to improve

 Technology is advancing

 More efficient = happy clients = more profits 
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Ethics
 Questions 

 Examples and 

 Tools 

 how avoid the Ethical Pitfalls going Solo/ Small

Ethics
 What ethical Rules do you think are the easiest for a 

new attorney to break accidently?

 How do you recommend avoiding that problem

Ethics

 Neglect of a matter 

 ORCP 1.3 Diligence: A lawyer shall not neglect a legal 
matter entrusted to the lawyer.

 (The ABA Model Rule requires a lawyer to “act with 
reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a 
client.”)
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Ethics
 HYPO: Attorney starting a new practice has not yet 

implemented practice management procedures. 
Attorney takes on 3 family law cases simultaneously, 
no conflict exists between the cases, however, the case 
load quickly snow balls and results in missed filings 
and failures to appear. 

 Obviously ethical rules have been broken, what 
technics or management practices would you use to 
avoid this type of  issue? And, if  an attorney finds 
themselves in a similar scenario how would you 
recommend handling the issue before violating an 
ethical rule?

Ethics
 Conflicts of Interest 

 ORCP 1.7 (a)…a lawyer shall not represent a client if  the 
representation involves a current conflict of  interest…(b) …a 
lawyer may represent a client if: 

 (1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to 
provide competent and diligent representation to each affected 
client; 

 (2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 

 (3) the representation does not obligate the lawyer to contend for 
something on behalf  of  one client that the lawyer has a duty to 
oppose on behalf  of  another client; and 

 (4) each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in 
writing.

Ethics 
 HYPO: Husband and Wife approach an Estate 

Planning attorney requesting a trust preparation. 
Attorney agrees to representation and discovers during 
the representation that Husband is hiding property 
from the wife and intends to keep said property out of  
the Trust. Attorney decides to end representation of  
the couple and does not disclose his knowledge of  the 
Husbands deceit.

 Has attorney properly avoided a conflict of  interest 
scenario? Is the attorney obligated to disclose the 
Husbands deceit?
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Ethics

 Competence 

 ORCP 1.1: A lawyer shall provide competent 
representation to a client. Competent representation 
requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and 
preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. 

Ethics
 HYPO: You have been practicing for over a year, 

focused mostly on Estate Planning. A potential client 
comes to you with a Family law issue that you have 
never handled before, but you are thinking of  
expanding your practice. You inform the client of  your 
current experience and offer to take the case at a fee 
rate equal to that of  the current market.

 Is there any ethical issue in taking this case? If  so what 
issues do you see and what tools could the attorney 
utilize to ensure they provide competent 
representation? 

Ethics
 Marketing and Advertising

 ORCP 7.2 Advertising 

 (a) Subject to the requirements of  Rules 7.1 and 7.3, a lawyer may advertise services 
through written, recorded or electronic communication, including public media.

 (b) A lawyer shall not give anything of  value to a person for recommending the 
lawyer's services except that a lawyer may 

 (1) pay the reasonable costs of  advertisements or communications permitted by 
this Rule; 

 (2) pay the usual charges of  a legal service plan or a lawyer referral service; and 

 (3) pay for a law practice in accordance with Rule 1.17. 

 (c) Any communication made pursuant to this rule shall include the name and contact 
information of  at least one lawyer or law firm responsible for its content. 
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Ethics
 HYPO: Christmas is coming and you just started your 

practice. You decide to market a Christmas discount to 
any client who signs with you within the next 30 days. 
You market it on your website with a SALE CLICK 
HERE button. 

 Is this marketing ethical, or are you manipulating your 
clients into signing before they are really prepared for 
representation? How or Would you recommend some 
type of  holiday promotion to stir up business?

Ethics
 Preserving client Money

 Earned on receipt 

 ORCP 1.5 (c): A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement 
for, charge or collect:

 (3) a fee denominated as “earned on receipt,” 
“nonrefundable” or in similar terms unless it is pursuant to a 
written agreement signed by the client which explains that:

 (i) the funds will not be deposited into the lawyer trust 
account, and

 (ii) the client may discharge the lawyer at any time and in 
that event may be entitled to a refund of  all or part of  the fee 
if  the services for which the fee was paid are not completed. 

Ethics
 HYPO: Client comes to you and wants to open a case 

against his former employer for withholding wages. 
You think the client has a reasonable case, but are 
unsure of  the clients follow through. You request that 
the client make an initial deposit to show good faith 
that they want  to proceed with the litigation. After 
receiving a check you deposit it in your attorney 
operating account.

 What type of  ethical issues are you facing, if  any? How 
could you have avoided these issues?
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Ethics
 Declining Representation

 ORCP 1.16 Declining or Terminating Representation

 (d) Upon termination of  representation, a lawyer shall take 
steps to the extent reasonably practicable to protect the 
client’s interests, such as giving reasonable notice to the 
client, allowing time for employment of  other counsel, 
surrendering papers and property to which the client is 
entitled and refunding any advance payment of  fee or 
expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer 
may retain papers, personal property and money of  the 
client to the extend permitted by other law.

Ethics
 HYPO: Potential client calls you late on a Friday evening. 

You are just about to leave the office for an important 
meeting, but you take the call. Client is hysterical, wants to 
press charges on a roommate for stealing his property. Your 
practice area is corporate litigation. You try to explain this, 
and recommend the client contact the bar, but the client is 
to hysterical to listen. 

 After you hang up you are unsure whether the client 
understood that you do not represent them. But you have 
no number or way to contact them? What do you do? Do 
you have to have an engagement letter for every client call?












































